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1. PURPOSE 
 
During the normal course of business stakeholders may be required to travel domestically or 
internationally to exercise their duties. This policy explains the main principles UG entities should follow 
for such purposes and sets the basis for the procedures. This policy does not apply to travelling required 
for the day-to-day operations (e.g., travelling between farms, transportation of fruits etc). 
 
  

2. DEFINITIONS  
 
“Business expenses” means reasonable expenses incurred by staff in the course of performing their 
official duties. These can include travel, meals, accommodation, hospitality, etc. 
 
“Division” means the group companies which collectively form any one of the Tropical, South Africa, 
Chile, Italy/European and Middle East/Far East divisions.  
 
“Traveller” means the person undertaking the travel for business purposes.  
 
“Stakeholders” means UG shareholders, Board of Directors (“BoD”), committee members, all 
employees, other internal stakeholders, and for the purposes of this policy business associates/external 
consultants which need to travel to meet their engagement obligations with the Group (e.g. external 
auditors). 
 
“Unifrutti Group” or “Group” or “UG” means the group of companies consisting of Unifrutti 
International Holdings Limited and all its subsidiaries and associated companies.  
 

 
3. KEY PRINCIPLES  

 
i. Travelling is an important component of UG business, both domestic and overseas and 

therefore should be planned in the most effective and cost-efficient way.  
ii. When planning and prior to any bookings for a business trip each stakeholder including 

members of the management team need to preliminary assess: 
a. The exact estimated costs of the total travelling including travel expenses, hotels, and 

other allowances as well as resources and time allocated to the trip  
b. The essence and the value of business traveling vis-à-vis its costs and if the scope can 

be achieved via other channels e.g. virtual meetings 
c. If the expenses are proportionate, and reasonable to the purpose of the trip  
d. Length of stay and how to combine work tasks so as to minimise the frequency of the 

travelling to same location  
e. Availability of the other parties at place or country of destination to ensure effective 

planning  
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iii. Travellers must use the most cost-effective and safe mode of transport, taking expected journey 

time into account. When travelling domestically stakeholders are encouraged to travel by car 
or public transportation unless specific circumstances justify travelling by plane, e.g. for safety 
reasons or because it is time/cost efficient.  
 

iv. Safety is of primary importance and should be considered as of ultimate priority when planning 
for a business trip. Therefore, any travelling must be made taking all necessary precautions to 
ensure safety. Travelling to locations where safety is compromised (e.g., war zones) should be 
avoided.  

 
v. Divisions must have in place written procedures and controls to ensure that, amongst others, 

such expenses are properly approved, are reasonable, have been incurred for business 
purposes, supporting documentation is in place, expense claim is timely made (e.g. within 2 
weeks from returning from the trip) and payment has been processed correctly. These 
procedures and controls shall be appropriately communicated to divisional stakeholders. 
 

vi. The travel expenses must be supported by valid documentation which is reported to the finance 
department or other person in charge for such expenses on a timely basis. Likewise, the finance 
team ensures that the stakeholder is re-imbursed in a timely manner for the business expenses 
incurred. 
 

vii. Any exceptions to this policy must be properly justified in the context of business and safety.  
 

viii. It is appreciated that across various geographical locations there are different external forces, 
geopolitical situation, and costs differentiations. Therefore, each division should ensure that the 
principles of this policy are embedded proportionately and effectively into local processes and 
controls. 

 
The policy should be read together with the code of conduct and other relevant UG policies including 
the procurement and conflicts of interest policies. 
 

4. KEY PROCEDURES 
 
Some procedures and controls embedding the principles of this policy are defined below:  
 

4.1 SAFETY & INSURANCE 
 
When travelling for business, stakeholder safety is of great importance and should not be comprised 
for any reason. For safety purposes, business travellers must adhere to minimum safety standards, 
examples of which are listed below (not exhaustive list): 
 

• Do not travel to high-risk areas (e.g. war zones)  
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• Check the information provided by local authorities, airports or embassies/consulates for any 
restrictions or safety issues (e.g. covid restrictions, terrorist attacks, need to be vaccinated), 
before planning the trip and prior departure  

• Ensure that their travel documentation is up-to-date and not close to expiry 
• Share the travel itinerary & accommodation details with the business unit prior to travelling 
• Ensure that the company has emergency contact details and that such details are on travel or 

other documentation which can be easily accessed by emergency services 
• Key members of the same department & key divisional executives (e.g. CEO & CFO) must not 

travel together 
 

Divisions must take appropriate action to ensure that travellers are adequately insured for business 
travel. As a minimum insurance must cover medical expenses, baggage loss (for air travel) and car 
insurance when travelling by car.   
 

4.2 DOMESTIC & INTERNATIONAL AIR/TRAIN TRAVEL 
 
The Group’s stakeholders may travel as per Table 1 and the principles shown in appendix 1. Table 1 may 
be periodically reviewed by the Group CEO.  
 

4.3 MEALS, ACCOMODATION & ENTERTAINMENT 
 
Business travellers receive a reasonable daily allowance for meals and accommodation. The amount 
of such allowance varies and depends on various factors such as travel location and trip purpose. Thus, 
rates are set by divisions considering the specific circumstances. Indicative and reasonable amounts 
are as follows: 

 

• Meal allowance: €14 per meal or a total of €45 per day for 3 meals including breakfast for 
overnight staying. 

 
• Hotel allowance: bed and breakfast plus meal allowances at a three- or four-star lodging. A five 

star hotel may be chosen only upon approval and if this is well justified without significant price 
differential. For example, a five-star hotel that is reasonably priced maybe chosen that is next 
to the operations to be visited, thus minimising any other travelling costs. Also, it is 
recommended where is possible Divisions pre-agree rates with hotels in destinations that have 
a lot of incoming travelling.  

 
• Hospitality expenses, e.g. for client meals, are approved by the next level of management. Such 

expenses should be reasonable, proportionate, and well justified. They should also be in the 
context of our Anti-bribery and anti-fraud policies. 
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4.4 TRAVELLING BY CAR/COMPANY CARS  
 
When employees travel by car, they are solely responsible to comply with the road safety rules of the 
specific location. In any case, UG or any company within the UG cannot be held responsible for any 
accident or damage caused. More specifically:  
 

i. For domestic travel, the use of company cars is permissible subject to the approval of the CEO. 
The car must be adequately insured, and the driving license must be valid. Furthermore, the use 
of company cars is only permissible for business purposes.  

 
ii. If the private car of the employee is used, then a mileage allowance can be claimed. The rates 

are approved by the divisional CEO in line with the local travel procedures and controls.  
 

iii. When travelling on a private vehicle the insurance cost is covered by the car owner.  
 

iv. The Group from time-to-time may incur other costs in relation to the usage of cars, e.g. personal 
driver and parking cost. Such expenses are paid by the Group if they can be justified (e.g. have 
personal driver for safety reasons).  
 

v. There should be written and well communicated procedures for any company cars that have 
been allocated to employees for business use. These should include rules both for the purchase 
and the use of these cars (for both business tracks for employee transfers among UG farms as 
well as for saloon cars for other business use).   

 
4.5 TRAVELLING IN GROUPS  

 
If the scope of the travelling requires the traveling of more than one person then this should be properly 
assessed and justified.  
 

4.6 APPROVALS  
 
All travel expenses, except in the case of CEO’s are approved the Group CEO or Divisional CEO’s (for 
divisions), unless delegated to the Group/Divisional CFO. Such authorisation is obtained by filling and 
submitting the travel request form or other document stipulated in the divisional procedure. The Group 
and Divisional CEO’s are excluded to obtain authorisations due to their role.  
 
The internal audit from time-to-time reviews the nature and reasonableness of travel expenses.  

 
4.7 REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENSES 

 
The reimbursement of expenses shall be supported by relevant documentation. Examples of such 
documentation are listed below (not exhaustive list): 
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• Statement of expenses using standard template 
• Invoices and receipts (in original where possible) 
• Corporate credit card statements 
• Internal written approvals for incurring the expense 

 
5. TRAINING & COMMUNICATION OF THE POLICY 

 
The divisional CEO and HR managers must ensure that the principles of this policy are properly 
communicated to all stakeholders, including new employees, and that stakeholders are adequately 
trained. The training records must be updated on a timely basis each time a new version of the policy 
is issued.  
 
This policy is administered and updated by the Group risk function. 
This policy is being reviewed and updated annually or earlier if new legislation or other strategic 
goals come into force.  
 
 
 
 
 
ADMINISTRATION: 
 
Owner  Group Compliance, Risk and Sustainability 

Officer 
Version 1 
Date  16 February 2022 
Approved by the Group CFO  16 February 2022 

Approved by the Group CEO  16 February 2022 
Communication of the overall policy to key 
stakeholders.  

08/03/2022 

Presented to RMAC  03/03/2022 
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APPENDIX 1 
 
 

TABLE 1  
Stakeholder Travel class 
 Domestic travel Short/medium-

haul flights or 
short/medium 
trips (up to 6 
hours) 

Long-haul flight or 
long trips (more 
than 6 hours) 

Shareholders & BoD member Business class Business class Business class 
CEO (Group/divisional) Business class Business class Business class 
Other 1st line Executives  Economy class  Economy class  Business class 
Other Executives and 
managers  

Economy class Economy class Economy class* 

Employees/other internal 
stakeholders 

Economy class Economy class Economy class* 

Business associates/external 
consultants 

Economy class Economy class Economy class*  

 
**Key managers/commercial directors, employees/other internal stakeholders and business 
associates/external consultants will travel on economy class. In exceptional cases they may, upon 
approval, travel in business class if this can be strongly justified (for each one of the travel leg) and is 
approved in advance by the Group or Divisional CEO. For example, travelling on business class could 
be justified and only after approval for the following: 

• long-hour flights/trips longer than 6 hours or multiple and long connecting flights, if the person 
travelling will undertake upon arrival immediate and important responsibilities  

• the scope and length of travelling e.g., short stay for a very important strategic purpose  
• If the stakeholder has special circumstances that prevent him/her to travel on economy class.  
• Price differential is not material 

 
Even if the overseas travelling is within the amounts budgeted, prior approval is required for any 
travelling on business class.  
 
Stakeholders should show adequate flexibility and agility as to timings, dates, and airlines choice to 
ensure that the most cost-effective option is chosen.  
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Stakeholders as per above table who can travel Business class are encouraged to and it is left to their 
discretion to travel Economy class especially for domestic or shorter frequency oversea flights.  
 
 


